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Accurate and objective performance appraisals are
absolutely necessary due to their utility in important
personnel decisions such as promotion, demotion and
training.

This study examines the contaminating effects

of sex bias on performance evaluations and it's relationship to the sex-stereotype of the job and levels of performance.

Unlike previous studies, this study not only

examines these effects at the extremes of performance,
but at averae levels as well.

Also, unlike previous

studies, the subjects empirically determined the sextyped nature of the jobs and the levels of performance
uithin those jobs rather than the experimenter having made
a priori decisions.

Hypothetical employees in male, neu-

tral, and female sex-typed jobs who performed at high,
average, and low levels were rated on four performance
dimensions and one overall performance dimension.

There

were no main effects for either the sex of the rater or
the sex of the ratee.

There was, however, an interaction

between the level of performance and the sex-type of the
job that was significant on four of the five dimensions.
Possible explanations are developed within an 7quity Theory
framework for the findings.

The Traditional .-ex-3.tereotype of a job as a Noderator
Veriable for the Directionality of

Biases

In Performance Evaluations
In order for an organization to determine whether
individual members are contributing to the attainment of
organizational :,oals, some form of evaluation is necessary.
evaluative techniques are similar in that they attempt
:70st
7
to provide some indication of the extent to which an individual's behavior matches an expectation established by
the orf,.;anization.
Individual performance appraisals are used widely
within the organizational context.

Consideratic,n for

salary increases, promotions, demotions, transfers, and
training are but just a few instances where such an
appraisal would be used.

Since performance evaluations

have such e diverse impact (Rosen and Jerdee, 1974) on
the proper functioning of organizations, there should be
a serious and continuous concern for the proper administration and utilization of such evaluations.
Typically, supervisors rate their employees in a
general and subjective manner rather than on the specific
aspects of their actual behavior.

Theoretically, this

evaluation should be entirely objective and based solely
on the employee's actual performance.

In practice, however,

rater biases frequently contaminate the evaluation process
by including unnecessary subjective elements.

i
- .A.goness

(1976) mentions commonly documented reter biases in
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performance evaluations such as the halo effect, errors
of central tendency, leniency error and recent behavior
bias.
recently emerging body of research has focused on
the potential effects of sex biases in performance evaluations.

brief and '::allace (1976), in reviewing the research

on sex bias in performance evaluation, noted that several
researchers have reported a tendency for women to be evaluated
less favorably than men in the industrial setting, (Almquist,
1974; Lass, Krusell,

Alexander, 1971; Bern & Bern, 1973;

Hpstein, 1970; Goldberg, 1968; Rosen (:c Jerdee, 1973; Schein,
1972; and 3tein, Pohly, * lueller, 1974).
Prief and "allace go on to discuss additional findings
in which women were rated more favorably than men and instances in which neither sex was rated more favorably
(Deaux &

mswiller, 1974; Deaux

Taynor, 1973; Feldman

Kiesler, in press; Ferber & Loeb, 1973; Hamner, Kim, Faird,
& Bigoness, 1974; and Pheterson, Kiesler, & Goldberg,. 1971).
In an attempt to integrate these diverse findings,
Taynor and Deaux (1975) suggested that by focusing upon the
context within which these performance evaluations were
being made, we could better understand the reasons behind
the directionality of evaluation biases.

7,pecifical1y, they

hypothesized that the degree to and direction in which a job
was sex-stereotyped would influence the nature of the sex
bias of the evaluators in the situation.
Several studies have added support to Taynor & Beaux's
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hynothesis (Brief

':allace, 1976; Yischel, 1974; and

Pheterson, Kiesler,

In addition to

aoldberg, 1971).

these findings, however, are studies that apparently contradict Taynor & Deaux's hypothesis (Bigoness, 1976;
:eather & Simon, 1975; Hamner, Kim, Baird,
and Pheterson, 1969).

Bigoness, 1974;

A review of the literature in this

area reveals a suggested explanation for the seemingly
contradictory nature of these findings.

The experimental

methodology of the studies appears to be a contributing
factor to the inconsistent findings.

Specifically there

seem to be two major flaws in the methodology used throughout both those studies that are supportive of the hypothesis
and those that are contradictory: (a) in every instance except two, the determination of the sex-relatedness of the
job for which an incumbent was to be rated was subjective
and a priori, and (b) the subjects rated the performance
of hypothetical employees who either performed extremely
well or extremely poorly, omitting performances which are

Ilmerous authors have made hypotheses concerning the
effects of sex bias in performance evaluation based on data
collected about hypothetical employees in specific occupations.

Of all the occupations used in these studies, in

only two instances (ischel. 1974; and Goldberg, 1968) did
the experimenter empirically determine the sex-relatedness
of the job.

In all other instances, the experimenter made

a subjective, a priori determination of the sex-relted
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nature of the specific occupation.
typical study examining the influence of the sexstereotype of a job on performance evaluation presents
hypothetical employees in various occuptions performing
at some pre-determined level of performance.

The emplcyees

are both males and females in occupations that are either
sex-typed as being more appropriate for males, more appropriate for females, or as not being- sex-typed at all.

The

exhibited performance is either extremely good or extremely
poor and the experimenter manipulates the situation so that
both males and females in the same occupation perform at a
similar good or poor level.

The subjects are asked to rate

the performance along some specified dimension or dimensions.
For example, 17eather

Simon (1975) used the occupa-

tions of medicine, teachin, and nursing, supposedly representing fields typically occupied by males, either sex, and
females respectively.

Brief

)_11ace (1976) and Deaux

Taynor (1973) investigated what they believed to be areas
that are neither more appropriate for males nor females.
The occupations examined were librarian and college student.
l'oness (1976), on the other hand, had the subjects rate a
hypothetical grocery stockperson.

Over the recent years

this job was supposedly occupied by males.

The experimenter

may have felt that he or she chose an appropriately sex-typed
job but one does not know whether the subjects held the same
perceptions.
The librarian job may very well be perceived

as

equally

appropriate for either sex, and the grocery stockperson job
may be perceived as being more appropriate for males, but
the experimenter should let the subject population determine
this rather than making an a priori decision.

Dias as to

whether a particular job is more appropriate for a particular sex develops at a very early age.

Studies have been

conducted demonstrating that this differentiation occurs as
early as six years old (Schau

Kahn, 1078; Garrett, Ein,

Tremaine, 1977; Schersky, 1976; and Hewitt, 1975).

Addi-

tional findings borne out of similar studies were that older
children were more flexible in their stereotypes than younger
children ('3arrett, Ein,

7remaine, 1977; older boys would

aspire to a greater variety of occupations than younger
boys; and older girls would aspire to the same or smaller
range of occupations than younger girls (Hewitt, 1975).
Although it has not been examined, this trend may continue
through ccllege and into adulthood; however, it is also
possible that the increase in flexibility of stereotypes
decreases as one grows even older.

For instance, are college

students more or less flexible in their sex-stereotyping of
occupations tha: high school students or older adults?

The

dynamic nature of occupational sex-stereotyping suggests
that researchers should allow the subjects to determine the
sex-linked nature of the jobs that will be investigated.
Yischel (1974) examined hypothetical employees for
the jobs of lawyer, city planner, dietician, and primary
school teacher.

v:ischel's investigation contained three
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separate studies:

one examining the directionality of rater

bias in performance evaluation of males and females in both
male associated fields and female associated fields, the
second determining the degree of sex-relatedness a particular occupation has for males or females, and the third examining the potential cross cultural differences in rater bias
in performance evaluation.

In an attempt to empirically

determine the sex-stereotype nature of the occupations in
question, the experimenter had eight male and thirteen female college students rate the degree to which the occupations of lawyer, city planner, dietician, and primary
school teacher were perceived as being more appropriate for
males or females.

The subjects were asked to rate, on a

six-point scale, the degree to which these four occupations
were associated with either males or females along with six
other occupations:

journalism, psychiatry, engineering,

merchandising, art history, and linguistics.

Analysis of

variance showed no significant effects of the sex of the
rater, but significant effects for the occupations.

Data

were presented, however, only for the fields of law, city
planning, dietetics, and teaching.

Law was most strongly

associated with males, and primary school teaching was most
strongly associated with females.

?ity planning was also

associated with males as was dietetics with females but to
a lesser degree.
3ince Taynor & Deaux (1975) have suggested that the
degree to which an occupation is sex-typed will influence
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the nature of the sex biases elicited by performance evaluators, it first seems important to determine how sex-typed
the subjects perceive the occupations in question to be.
Then, when the experimenter states results concerning the
magnitude and directionality of elicited biases based on
the sex-typed nature of the jobs, he or she can be sure
that the findings are not confounded with personal perceptions.
Another important methodological issue concerns the
level of performance displayed by the hypothetical employees
in these studies.

Only the extremes of performance, i.e.,

very high performance or very low performance, were incorporated into previous research.

some studies depicted the

performance as high competence vs. low competence, some
depicted it as high performance vs. low performance and still
others depicted it as successful vs. unsuccessful.

In all

cases, however, average performance was not investigated.
In studying sex biases in performance evaluations of
stockpersons in grocery stores, Hamner, Kim, Eaird,
goness (1974) performed a pilot study and found that the
average stockperson could stock 36 cans on a shelf in a
three minute period.

The experimenters, using this informa-

tion, conducted a study in which subjects were presented
with hypothetical male and female employees who stocked
either 48 (high performer) or 24 (low performer) cans on s
shelf in a three minute period.

In a replication,

3i:roness (1976) used the exact same methodology as Hamner
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et al. (1974)

and, likewise, studied only the extre7res of
important question here would be why the

performance.

experimenters did not also include a hypothetical employee
putting- 36 cans on a. shelf in a three minute period as an
additional level of the independent variable.
the experimenter to make a statement concernin

Thus allowing
the nature

of the biases at average performance as well as at the extremes.
beaux &

aynor (1973) presented subjects with taped

interviews of hypothetical applicants competing for a
scholarship abroad.

The subjects were either presented

with a high-competent male, or a similar high-competent
female.

1[ig1,-competent males and females were depicted as

having the qualifications necessary for such a scholarship,
and low-competent males and females were depicted as not
having the necessary qualifications.

Results showed that

high-competent males were rated more favorably than highcompetent females, while low-competent males were rated
less favorably than low-competent females.

:.1though these

findings do provide input into the study of sex biases in
performance evaluation, they would have been more complete
and, thus, more beneficial had the experimenter also investigated hypothetical people of average competence.
In yet another study, also previously discussed,
Xjschel (1974) examined only high performers in the occupations of lawyer, city planner, dietician, and primary
school teacher.

iischel selected published articles written

by incumbents of these occupations and simply attached male
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or female names to them to imply that they had been written
by either a male or

female.

Having an article published

in one of these fields could alone be implied as reflecting
high performance.

Those people who perform at average levels

within these occupations were ignored; and, therefore, the
effects of sex-bias on performance evaluation of average
workers was not explored.

With most workers in the actual

work environment performing at average levels, it seems
most important that we better understand how sex-biases
operate on performance evaluations of average performers.
In an attempt to rectify the shortcomings of the
previous research, two pilot studies were undertaken to
determine (1) the perceived sex-stereotype of a number of
occupations and (2) levels of performance which would be
depicted as high, average and low.

The pilot study deter-

mining the sex-type of jobs was conducted first so that
specific levels of performance could be determined within
each of the most representative sex-stereotyped jobs.
Pilot Study I
A pilot study was conducted with 112 college students
t a midwestern university.

They were asked to rate the

degree to which they felt the following jobs were more
appropriate for males or females or for neither sex.

The

jots were (1) Computer :rogrammer/Operator, (2) High school
Teacher, (3)Chemist, (4) Tirocery stockperson, (5) Librarian,
(6) House Painter, (7)Athlete, (8) :7alesclerk, (9) Cashier,
(10) Typist, (11)

as 3tation Attendant, (12) Professor,

IC

(13) Photographer, an! (14) 2.eceptionist.

The jobs were

rated on a scale of one to nine with one being more appropriate for males, five being equally appropriate for either
sex, and nine being more appropriate for females.

The jobs

rated one were given scores of zero and the jobs given a
nine were given scores of ten to adjust for the certainty
with which such extreme responses are made,

o1ins cRc

Dickinson (1973).
;.ccording to the results, the jobs selected did represent a fairly wide continuum of jobs that were more appropriate for males, more appropriate for females and equally
appropriate for either sex (See Table 1 for the rank order
of the jobs).

From Table 1, it would seem most appropriate

to select receptionist as the female sex-typed job and gas
station attend,-nt as the male sex-typed job.

In deciding

upon which of the jobs to use to represent the three kinds
of sex-typed jobs, the ability to depict three levels of
performance within those jobs was also considered.

Although

one could demonstrate how well a gas station attendant pumps
jas into a car and how neatly it is done, it would be easier
to depict different levels of performance for the job of
grocery stockperson.
, grocery stockperson's performance can vary on how
many cans are put on a shelf per unit time, how they are
placed there, how neatly the labels all face one way, how
well the trash is kept out of the middle of the aisle, etc.
7or this reason, the job grocery stockperson was selected
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as opposed to gas station attendnt.

According to the

Department of Labor, 3ureau of Labor Gtatistics, as of 1973,
75

of all stockclerks and storekeepers were male and 33:

of all stockhandlers were male, which adds support to the
selection of the job of 6rocery stockperson as a male sextyped job.
:athough the job of receptionist received the highest
female rating (

7

= 7.74 ), many people commented on the

fact that most receptionists are not only receptionists hut
Due to

typists as well and their job title is secretary.

this finding and since the job of typist was the second
highest rated female job (

7.6.93

), the job title of

secretary was chosen to represent a female sex-typed job in
this study.

':Then the stimulus materials were presented to

the subjects, it was stressed that the typical secretaries
in this study had both typist and receptionist duties.
Supportive evidence for this decision of the female sextyped job was provided by Shinar (1977).

Out of the 129

occupations investigated in her study, receptionist and
typist were rated third and fourth highest female jobs with
means of 6.33 and 6.25 respectively on a 7-point scale with
7 bein4-; the female end of the continuum.
were reported by Panek, Rush,

Similar findings

71reenava1t (1977).

Also, in

reviewing the 1973 Department of Labor, Pureau of statistics,
96.9

of all receptionists were female and 99.1

of all

secretaries were female.
The job most closely perceived as neutrally sex-typed
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was computer prorammer/operator (

=

4.87

). 'hen contem-

plating the use of this job as being representative of a
neutral sex-typed job, it appeared that the education level
of incumbents in this job may well be higher than the other
two jobs.

In order to investigate relationships among the

three jobs, it seems important to hold as many extraneous
variables constant as possible.

To examine the perceived

education level of the three jobs more closely, fifty-one
subjects estimated the average education level for the three
jobs above and for the job of shoe salesclerk and high school
math teacher (two jobs also perceived as neutral sex-typed).
The average perceived education level for these jobs was
Computer programmer/operator = 14.46, Typist/Recep. = 12.08,
,.,rocery stockperson = 11.91, Shoe salecierk = 12.19, and
Math teacher = 13.92.

This evidence led the experimenter

to choose shoe salesclerk as the neutral sex-typed job for
this study.

shoe salesclerk's job could be easily broken

down into several performance dimensions and the average
education level of 12.19 more closely matched the perceived
education levels of the grocery stockperson's and secretary's
job.
:tudv II
The dimensions, along which different levels of performance were depicted in this study, were selected from the
Performance Capacity Dimension used by Rosen

Jerdee (1976).

This dimension was a compiled list of adjectives that frequently appeared on performance appraisal forms.

Four of

the adjectives appearing under that dimension were selected
based on how well different levels of performance could be
depicted for each job in this study.
were

The four dimensions

(1) productivity, (2) accuracy, (3) logical problem

solving, and (4) ability to work under pressure.

For in-

stance, for the adjective productive, one could present
different grocery stockpersons placing different amounts
of canned goods on shelves in certain amounts of time.
Also, secretaries could type different amounts of letters,
memos, etc. and shoe saleclerks could sell different dollar
amounts of shoes in a certain period of time.
Forty-three subjects were presented with four different
levels of performance, for each of the four dimensions, for
each of the three jobs, one at a time.

The subjects were

first instructed to indicate what dimension a work behavior
11 under and then indicate whether it was high,
would f,
average, or low performance.

For example, a subject would

he shown the sentence "A shoe salesclerk who rings up the
wrong amount on the cash register five times a week" and
would be asked to indicate whether this behavior would fall
under the category of productivity, accuracy, logical problem solving or ability to work under pressure.

After this

decision was made, the subject was then asked to indicate
whether it was high, average, or low performance on that
dimension.

This technique, in a sense, validated the ex-

perimenter's choice of behaviors that represented the
different performance dimensions and made certain that each
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level of performance was defined according to the subjects'
perceptions.
The decision as to which performance dimension each
group of sentences would be depicting was based on which
dimension was selected most frecuently by the subjects.
For instance, the four sentences
who are able to get
are able to get 75
able to get 50

(1) Grocery stockpersons

... (2) CTrocery stockpersons who
... (3) Grocery stockpersons who are

... (4) Grocery stockpersons who are able

to get 25: of their work done even though customers are constently complaining to them about being out of sale merchandise were perceived as falling under the productivity
dimension 38 times, the accuracy dimension 14 times, the
logical problem solving dimension 18 times and the ability
to work under pressure dimension 102 times.

Therefore,

these four sentences were used to depict the ability to work
under pressure dimension.
To decide upon the levels of performance within each
performance dimension, the experimenter chose the levels
(e.g.

of the work done, or 75'. of the work done) that

were rated as high, average, or low performance.

If the

depicted levels did not elicit responses that allowed themselves to be clearly placed along the three levels, alternative ones were selected by interpolating (See Table 2 for
dimension frequencies and level means).
The resulting sentences were then compiled for each
job, and a small paragraph was composed for each level of
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performance for each job.

or example, the sentence that

was chosen as low performance for secretaries on the productivity dimension was put in a paragraph with the sentences
that were chosen as low performance on the other three dimensions.

(See Appendix

sentences)

for a total list of the selected

Am example of a final paragraph is as follows:

Usually, Sally can type two memos and four
letters in an 8 hour period while answering the
phone about three times.

Even on the busiest

days, when the other secretary is out sick,
Sally can still get 25

of her work done.

Since

Sally has been working for me, there have been
ten occasions where I needed her to compile
lists of information into chart form and she was
able to do it 10: of the time without any directions from me.

Last week I counted the number

of uncorrected errors on all of Zany's work
F-2adfound that she ha, an average of 10 uncorrected errors on every page.
such paragraphs were generated representing a low
performing, average performing, and high performing shoe
salesclerk and a low, average, and high performing grocery
stockperson.

These nine parazraphs were duplicated, and

the female name Sally was changed to the male name John to
depict male incumbents in these jobs.
This empirical determination of the stimulus materials
should provide this study with sound experimental evidence
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on the effects of the sex-stereotype nature of a job, the
level of performance, an incumbent's sex, and the rater's
sex on subsequent performance ratinj;s.

7?ased on previous

studies, one would expect no difference in ratings due to
the sex of the rater but an interaction to be present among
the other variables.

This interaction can only be predicted

with a degree of skepticism because of the methodologies
used in previous studies.

It appears that one would expect

to find that males performing either low or high in a female
sex-typed job would be rated somewhat higher than similarly
On the other hand, males who perform

performing females.

either high or low in a male sex-typed job would be expected
to be rated less favorably than equally performing females.
In a neutral sex-typed job, one might expect no differences.
In essence, this hypothesis seems to contradict the
common belief that women are being discriminated against
in male jobs.

In fact, this hypothesis would suggest the

opposite; an over-compensation process may be involved in
rating females in male jobs.

According to Taynor

Deaux

(1975), the reason for such an interaction can be explained
by Equity Theory.

They state that an inflated rating of

effort (input) was sufficient to balance the inflated deservingness (output) of the reward.

In other words, males

who perform equally as well as females in what should be a
"female's job" are over evaluated because they are naturally
expected to do worse.
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1,.etnod
3ubjects and Desin
A total of 54 subjects from a midwestern university
participated in this experiment.

A 3x3x2x2 balanced in-

complete block factorial design was employed in this experiment to study the effects of and the interactions between
the sex-stereotyped nature of a job (male, neutral, female),
the level of performance (high, average, low), the sex of
the incumbent and the sex of the rater on performance
evaluations.

The design was developed so that each subject

rated eight of the possible eighteen stimulus paragraphs.
Each of the possible 27 combinations of the eight stimulus
paragraphs were presented to the subjects.

This precluded

formulation of plausible rival hypotheses which might nave
resulted from other blocking or nesting plans.

For instance,

if subjects rated all male incumbents or all high performers,
other variables may have entered into the design.
Procedure
Each subject was presented a booklet with eight stimulus paragraphs following an introductory page.

The intro-

ductory page contained the following instructions:
You are the manager of the employees whom you
are about to see statements written about.

You

have been out sick for two months and these employees have been hired since that time.

It is

now time for their quarterly performance appraisal
and you have asked your assistant manager to write
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little something about each of the employees
so that you can rate them on the following five
dimensions:

(1) Ability to work under pressure,

(2) Accuracy, (3) Productivity, (4) Logical problem solving, and (5) Overall performance.

After

reading each paragraph, please rate the incumbent
on the dimensions that appear below it.

Complete

all ratings for each hypothetical employee and do
not refer back to previous ratings as you go from
one employee to another.
aesults
According to the Analysis of Variance, (See Tables 4,
5,6,7, and 8) one of the significant main effects on each
dimension was performance, clearly demonstrating that the
performance manipulation was successful for all five dimensions:

Accuracy, F (2,334) = 317.76, p( .01; Logical

Problem Solving, F )2,334) = 382.63, p< .:A.; Productivity,
7
. (2,334) = 458.26, p< .01; Ability to ';ork 7nder Pressure,
Mello

(2,334) = 491.92, p<.01; and Overall Performance, F

(2,334) = 578.83, P4(.01 (See Figure 1).
The other significant main effect was for the sex-type
of a job for the dimensions of Accuracy, F (2,334) = 10.42,
p 4 .01; Logical Problem Solving, F (2,334) = 7.17, p< .01;
and Overall Performance, F (2,334) = 3.22, 1)4.05 (See
Figure 2).

Figure 2 shows a particularly interesting re-

cult, the change in ratings which occurs on the Overall
Performance dimension and across the sex-type of a job.
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The average rating across the four dimensions and acros.:
all three performance levels for a female sex-typed job is
5.67, 5.34 for a neutral sex-typed job, and 5.62 for a male
sex-typed job.

Although these ratings are all very close,

the average rating on the Overall Performance jimension
for a female sex-typed job is 5.73, 5.46 for a neutral sextyped job and 4.79 for a male sex-typed job.

It appears

that even though workers in male sex-typed jobs are as
accurate, as productive, have as much problem solving ability, and have equal capability to work under pressure as
workers in neutral and female sex-typed jobs, their overall
performance is rated lower.

There was no main effect for

the sex of the rater on any dimension.
The most prevalent interaction was between the sextype of the job and the level of performance.

This inter-

action was almost identical for all five dimensions but
was significant in only four:

Accuracy,

(4,334) =

p4 .05; Logical Problem Solving, ? (4,334) =5.09, 1)4.01;
Productivity, P (4,334) = 3.95, pl...01; and Overall Performance,

(4,334) = 4.07, p<.C1 (See Figures 3 through 7

for graphs of these interactions).
important finding.

These figures yield an

In every case, the range between tne

ratings for the three types of jobs at high and low performance is very small while the range of ratings at average
performance is much larger.

These figures indicate that

high and low performers in any sex-typed job are rated
either high or low regardless of the sex-type of the job.
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On the other hand, average performers in s. female sex-typed
job are rated higher than average performers in a neutral
or male sex-typed job on every dimension except for accuracy.
On the accuracy dimension, average performers in a female
sex-typed job are rated higher than average performers in a
neutral sex-typed job and avera8e performers in a male sextyped jo's are rated higher than both.
In examining figures three through seven, one finds
that the rank order of the male, neutral, and female sextyped jobs at both low performance and high performance does
not merit concern due to the closeness of the means.

At

average performance however, the differences between the
means for the three types of jobs are greater.

At this

point one might ask if these differences are due to the
selection of the sentences that were used to depict average
performance for the three types of jobs.

For example,

suppose the average performance pilot mean on the productivity dimension was highest for the male sex-typed job, followed
by the neutral and male sex-typed job, respectively.

Also,

suppose the means for these three types of jobs fell in the
same order in the actual experiment on the sroduetivity
dimension.

If these two circumstances were true, then the

discrepencies between the means at average performance might
be explained by the earlier selection and thus make the
differences unimportant.

This was examined carefully for

each of the dimensions and as is seen in Table 3, there were
no consistent patterns in the pilot means for average per-
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formance that would explain the consistent patterns for the
actual average performance means elicited by this study.
The only other interaction to appear was between the
performance level and the sex of the incumbent on the Logical
Problem Solving dimension, F (2,334)
Figure 8).

3.74, p‹.05 (See

From this graph, it seems evident that males who

perform as well as females, regardless of the sex-stereotype
of the job, are seen as better logical problem solvers.

On

the other end of the performance dimension, males who perform
as poorly as females, regardless of the sex-stereotype of
the job, are seen as having less logical problem solving
ability.
Discussion
The old cliche "the woman's place is in the home" frequently, consciously or unconsciously, serves as the foundation for a male administrator's belief that women are capable of doing the organizational housekeeping but incapable
of handling the more "important" male duties.

Allegations

stating that male administrators selectively exclude female
employees in selection, promotion, and training decisions
and under evaluate their performance are numerous.

7aturally,

since the more "important" male jobs have a higher salary
level in most organizations and since males occupy these
jobs, this effect would only serve to maintain an inferior
status of women.
In some instances, however, this bias directed toward
women may be completely nullified and possibly operate in a
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fashion that would dive

them an advantage in personnel de-

cisions such as those previously mentioned.

Rosen

Jerdee

(1973, 1975) use Equity Theory to explain why females, who
perform as well as males, may be evaluated more favorably
than males.

For example, if there are high performing male

and female grocery stockperscns who can each stock eight
20-foot long aislea of canned goods in an eight hour period,
one might expect that the female had to put forth nuch more
effort tha

did the male in this typical male situation, and

thus she is more deserving of reward.
Taynor

Deaux (1975) also support this hypothesis.

They found that women performing a masculine task were rated
more highly on effort and deservedness of reward than equally
performing men.
feminine task.

This effect did not hold true however on a
While in the present study there were no

differences in performance ratings on the feminine task for
the two sexes, there were also no differences in performance
ratings on the masculine task or on the neutral task for
the two sexes.

This held true at either high or low levels

of performance.
On all five dimensions there was more variance between
average performers in a. male, neutral, or female sex-stereotyped jots than between high and low performers.

This finding

may be due to the simple nature of the normal curve where
there is more room for dispersion at the middle of the continuum than there is at the ends.

If true, this provides

support for the use of Wolins 3: Dickinson's (1973) trans-
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formation of affective scales.

If people are absolutely

certain that a particular behavior on the job is especially
outstanding or extremely poor, then it is easy for them to
rate an individual on a continuum from outstanding to poor.
If, however, people feel that a particular behavior is not
,luite outstanding and is better than poor, then they must
make a choice about where that behavior lies between the two
extremes.

This decision to place their rating somewhere

between the two points is done more subjectively and with
less commitment, so 'olins and Dickinson feel that it
should be weighed less heavily than a decision made with
more certainty.

This process would improve the reliability

and/or validity of the responses made by supervisors on
Likert-type rating scales by accounting for the certainty
with which extreme responses are made.
I:esides a range of ratings for average performance on
the different sex-typed jobs, there existed a distinctive
pattern whereby average performance in a female sex-typed
job was rated higher than average performance in a male sex.typed job, which was rated higher than average performance in
a neutral job.

This finding was evident on every dimension

except for the accuracy dimension where an average person
in a male sex-typed iob received higher ratini7s than
performers in the other two types of jobs.

rerage

A possible ex-

planation for this finding may be that accuracy is deemed
more important in female and neutral sex-typed jobs than
in male sex-typed jobs.

Therefore, an incumbent in a male
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sex-typed job may be seen as more

worthy of a reward.

For

ex%mple, if 7,quity Theory holds up in this instance and if
one sees mistakes on a typed paper or mistakes on ringing
up cash purchases as being more severe than a grocery
stockperson not foing all the labels of cans to the front,
then an eeually accurate performance of a Grocery stockperson deserves more reward.
This same reason may be offered to explain why an
average perforrer in a female sex-typed job is rated higher
than average performers in male or neutral sex-typed jobs
on the logical problem solving, productivity, and ability
to work under pressure dimensions.

For example, if produc-

tivity is deemed more important in male and neutral sextyped jobs than in female sex-typed jobs, then an incumbent
in a female sex-typed job who puts forth as much effort as
an incumbent in a male or neutral sex-typed job would be
perceived as being more deserving of reward.

The reason for

a similar finding on the overall performance dimension may
simply be due to a majority of dimensions more important for
male or neutral sex-typed jobs.
Another factor, however, which may interfere is the
extreme nature of good and poor performance.

Raters of ex-

tremely good or poor performers have a more definite and objective dimension on which to rate those performers than
raters of average performers.

Haters of average performers

aren't so sure where their perception lies between good and
poor and thus the probability of contaminants such as sex
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bias or leniency error entering into the raters' decision
increases.
The implications of these findings should cause performance appraisers to examine their appraisal instruments
closely.

The instruments should be examined for the possi-

bility of having different dimensions that are more appropriate for certain sex-type jobs than for others.

If the

performance of a worker in a typically male job is being
rated on dimensions that are not appropriate or best suited
for a male sex-typed job, then his ratings will be different
than they would have been using more appropriate dimensions.
If the ratings happen to be lower than they would normally
be using the more appropriate dimensions, then this worker
may be overlooked at promotion time and the appraisal error
would carry over to a placement error.
The absence of a main effect for the sex of the rater
was consistent with previous findings in the literature.
The absence of a main effect for the sex of the ratee however, was not expected due to the findings cited in the
previous literature.

The only explanation the experimenter

can give for not finding a main effect for the sex of the
incumbent is the careful development of the experimental
design.

7y assuring that every possible combination of

the stimulus presentation materials were presented, the
effects of possibly seeing all high or low performers, all
males or females, or all male or female sex-typed job incumbents were nullified.

In other words, some subjects were
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presented with hypothetical male and female employees that
performed either high or low in either neutral or male sextyped jobs, while others were presented with hypothetical
employees who performed either average or low in either aale
cr female sex-typed jobs, while still others may have seen
a different combination of performance level and sex-type of
the job.
Also, never being cited before, was an interaction
between the level of performance and the sex-type of the job
on all dimensions.

From the graphs of the interactions, it

seems obvious that sex bias is the strongest at the average
level of performance.

The fact that no one has ever studied

the effects of sex bias on performance appraisals of average
workers may explain why similar findings have not been reported.

interaction of this nature should be considered

when trying to reduce contaminants in the appraisal process
because most workers

definition perform at an average

level.
In reference to the overall performance dimension, it
is important to discuss potential reasons for the unusual
ratings on this dimension.

s is stated in the results,

when averaging across all three levels of performance and
across the four performance dimensions, the mean ratings for
,a1 three sex-typed jobs are quite similar.

Eowever, when

comparing these means to the mean ratings across the three
levels of performance for the overall performance dimension,
the average rating for an incumbent in a male sex-typed job
changes considerably from the average rating across the first
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four dimensions,

7= 4.79

and

7=

5.62, respectively.

The

other two, neutral and female sex-typed jobs, remain fairly
similar to the mean overall performance ratings,

7=

7=

5.46

5.73, respectively and the average rating across

te first four dimensions,

7=

5.34 and

7.5.67,

respec-

tively.
possible explanation for this finding may be that
mle sex-typed jobs ere typically seen as more important
than neutral or female sex-typed jobs. 'ith this in mind,
an incumbent in a male sex-typed job who performs only
equally as well as an incumbent in a neutral or female sextyped job would be seen as less deserving of reward.
The only interaction that appeared between the level
of performance and the sex of the incumbent was on the logical problem solving dimension.

On this dimension, males who

performed equally as well as females were rated higher than
the females regardless of the sex-type of the job.

On the

other end of the scale, males who performed equally as poor
as the females were rated lower than the females.

Even

though this interaction was significant at the .05 alpha
level, one would expect at least one significant interaction
between performance level and sex of the incumbent due to
chance alone.
Each additional study that researches the effects of
sex bias in performance evaluation is a step toward the
reduction of these biases.

Once researchers empirically

determine the operating contaminants in performance appraisals, and the specific situations in which they operate,

concerted effort to alleviate them can be made.

Schmidt •

Johnson (1973) have demonstrated that by exposing raters
to films stressing racial fairness in performance evaluation
a significant reduction in the amount of racial bias in subsequent ratings is produced.

similar work has been done by

aosen & Jerdee in collaboration with Science Research

sso-

elates in developing filmstrips and cassettes that enable
managers to evaluate their own attitudes towards women in
business and society and initiate changes in those areas
where bias exists.
The seriousness of the need to alleviate the contaminants in performance appraisal is directly proportional to
the very impact they have on the organization as a whole.
In order for organizations to function most effectively,
they must select the proper people and provide the proper
training for their development.

To do this, information

about how people who have been previously selected and
trained are functioning is imperative.

This information,

provided by the performance appraisal, has been found to
have many contaminants which alter the validity of the
appraisal.

The degree to which the validity is altered

dictates the confidence with which the information can be
used.

The specific instances under which these contaminants

operate have begun to be determined and althouch further
research is needed, we can begin alleviating them by bringing them to the attention of performance evaluators.

Table 1
Sex Stereotype Determination of Jobs
Jobs

Mean

Standard Dev.

Gas Station Attendant

2.9P

1.69

Grocery Stockperson

3.17

1.69

House Painter

3.18

1.71

Chemist

4.13

1.56

Athlete

4.45

1.38

College Professor

4.63

.94

Photographer

4.69

1.07

H.S. Yath Teacher

4.74

1.28

Computer Programmer

4.97

1.09

Salesclerk

5.44

Cashier

5.88

1.41

Librarian

6.87

1.82

'ypist

6.93

1.82

Receptionist

7.34

1.94

a.

The 112 subjects each rated all 14 jobs.

Table 2
Pilot Study II Stimulus 'entence
nimension Frequencies and Performance Means
Dimension
Freouencies

Perf.
Y,ean6

Sentences

X

a
9
6
8
14

32
27
23
16

1
1
4 6
7 5
3 10

10 8 25
5 10 27
2 6 35
8 7 26

22
17
10
12
12

3
2
0
1
1

0
2
5
6
8

0
1
0
2

18
22
28
24
22

2.23
3.44
3.70
4.65

Secretaries who give their boss a finished paper
with 1 uncorrected error on it
with 4 uncorrected errors on it
with 6 uncorrected errors on it
with 14 uncorrected errors on it

1.65
2.54
3.49
3.91

Secretaries who are able to figure out how to put
information into chart form without specific instructions from their boss...
almost all of the time
701 of the time
40 of the time
10: of the time

1.37
1.47
2.14
2.86
3.79

On a busy day, one of the two office secretaries
is out sick and the other secretary is capable of
completing 9011 of the usual work *
completing 90Y of the usual work *
completing 75F(., of the usual work
completing 50 of the usual work
completing 25. of the usual work

22
19
07
,...,
72

5
9
5
1

3 13
3 12
8 7
6 1.

1.61
2.93
3.47
4.17

A seretary who types 1 ten-page report, 8 memos,
and 12 letters in an 8 hour period while answering the phone 28 times
7 memos and 8 letters with 20 phone calls
3 memos and 6 letters with 11 phone calls
2 memos and 4 letters with 3 phone calls

30
30
34
34

5
6
3
1

6
5
4
6

2.00
2.42
3.28
3.86

In an 8 hour period, a grocery stockperson stocks
four 20-foot aisles of canned goods
three 20-foot aisles of canned goods
one 20-foot aisle of canned goods
one 10-foot aisle of canned coods

1.99
2.42
3.21
4.07

Although grocery stockpersons constantly have
customers complaining to them they still
get 90 of their work done
get 755 of their work done
;et 50e of their work done
zet 25',' of their work done

8
8
11
11

5
5
2
2

2
4
5
7

2
2
2
2

28
26
25
23

(a) A = Productivity, B = Accuracy, C = Logical Problem SolvinF,
D = Ability to Work Under Pressure
* Reliability Check

Table
Dimension
Frequencies

Perf.
Yeans

Continued

Sentences

••••••

aA

7
10
5
7

30 4
30 2
2P 9
24 11

9
1
7
,
3

6
11
6
3

4
5
4
3

3
4
3
1

29
35
35
34

0
0
4
3

2
1
1
4

1
2
1
3

34
28
30
36

1.74
1.93
2.89
3.22

In 50 rows of previously stocked canned goods
the grocery stockperson had
1 can whose label was not facing forward
4 cans whose labels were not facing forward
8 cans whose labels were not facing forward
20 cans whose labels were not facing forward

1.51
2.74
3.56
3.98

3rocery stockpersons who figure out how to rearrange the cans on the shelf so that they all
will fit without the bosses help...
everytime
4 out of every 6 times
- out of every 6 times
1 out of every 6 times

1.49
2.42
2.95
4.02

while being observed by the manager, the salesclerk can keep the department neatly stocked and
the customers waited on...
90 of the time
75 of the time
50 of the time
25.-. of the time
of the last 6 times new products have arrived,
shoe salesclerk was alone able to figure out
to display them everytime
to display them 4 times **
to display them 4 times **
to display them 2 times
to display them 1 time

15
10
5
8
7

3
5
7
6
2

16
26
29
25
31

4
2
,_9
4
3

1.26
2.54
2.67
3.67
4.33

Out
the
how
how
how
how
how

39
37
31

1
4
7

3
2

0
1

0
4.-

A
,,

1.70
2.33
2.77

For every 8 hours worked, a salesclerk sells
420.00 worth of merchandise
150.00 worth of merchandise
50.00 worth of merchandise

1.98
3.28
3.95

A salesclerk who rings u
the cash register...
one time
week
5 times a week
9 times 7, week

10 29
2 31
1 28
(a)
**

2
4
9

the wrong amount on

A = Productivity, 2 = Accuracy, C= Logical l'roblem Solving,
D =
to 'ork nder Pressure
reliability check
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Table 3
Comparison of Pilot Study Means for Average Performance
with Experimental Means for Average Performance
Dimension

ACCURACY

LOGICAL PROBLEM SOLVING

PRODUCTIVITY

ABILITY TO WORK UNDER PRESSURE

OVERALL PERFORMANCE

Job
Sex-3tereotype

Pilot
Means

Experimental
Mean

v:ale

6.62

5.88

Neutral

5.91

4.71

Female

5.90

5.54

4.91

5.59

Neutral

6.62

4.48

Female

5.43

6.02

Male

5.94

5.94

Neutral

4.61

5.35

Female

5.28

6.31

Male

5.90

5.31

Neutral

5.33

5.29

Female

5.18

6.31

Male

No
Pilot
Study
Means

5.86

Neutral
Female

Note. Ratings based on a 9-point scale

5.19
6.19
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Table 4
Analysis of 7arian;:e for Accuracy Dimension
Source

A(Stereotype)

Derrrees of
Freedom
2

B(Performance)

wean
Square

18.76

10.42*'

571.97

317.764*

1

2.89

3.28

27
4

.88
5.34

2.99*

A x C

2

1.79

1

B x C
AxBxC

n
G

C(Sex of Incumbent)
C x 3/T(Error)
A x B

Total
Residual
* n 4 .05
**p 4 .01

4

3.8
1.3

97
334

1.=i0

2.11
41
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Table 5
Analysis of Variance
Source

or LoF,ical Problem Solvincr Dimension
Decrrees of
Freedom

.ean
Squarr

A(Stereotype)

2

13.56

7.17*#

B(Performance)

2

723.17

3R2.63**

C(Sex of Incumbent)

1
9.62

5.09**

C x S/T(Fxror)
A x B

27
4

.43

A x C
x C
Ax9xC
motal
Residual
*p 4 .05
**p < .01

2
4

7.07
.94

97
334

1.R9

3.74*
.50

35
'able 6
Analysh; cf .:ariance for Productivity Dimension
DPFrees of
Freedom

rcP

Yean
Square
2.22

1.29

A(StPreotyne)

2

B(Pprformance)

2

C(Sex of Incurbent)

1

.01

27
4

6.79

2

.32

.19

.87
.14

.51
.o8

C x S/T(Error)
A x
A x C
x C
A:‹BxC
Total
Residual
p 4 .05
**ID

.01

788.2

458.26**
.02

.66

97

19.00

334

1.72
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Table 7
Analysis of Variance for Ability
to Work Under Pressure Dimension

Source

Dep.reer;' of
i'reedom

'ean
Square

A(Stereotype)

2

4.32

B(Performance)

2

955.94

C(Sex of Incumbent)

1

1.26

27
4

1.46

.84

A x C

2

.32

.18

x C
AxBxC

2
4

.52

.30

.71

.41

C x S/T(Error)
A x B

Mtal
Residual
* p 4 .05
**P 4 .01

07
334

2.49
491.92**
1.8

.7

20.3)
1.74
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Mble S
Analysis of 7ariance for Overall Performance
Dimension

Source

A(Stereotype)

Dep-rees of
reedom

2

P(Performance)
C(Sex of Incumben)

Niean
Square
4.32

77.63

3.22*

578.83**
.48

1

.26

A x B

27
4

.54
5.46

A x C

2

.27

x C
A x 5 xC

2
4

1.27

.95

.41

.31

07

18.33

334

1.34

0 x S/'..'(7rror)

Total
Residual
* p
.05
**u e .01

.2
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Appendix
List of Stimulus Sentences for Performance
Dimension and Level Determination
Grocery Stockperson
A grocery stockperson who stocks three 20-foot aisles of canned goods and sundry items in an eight hour period.
A grocery stockperson who stocks one 20-foot section of canned
goods and sundry items in an eight nour period.
A grocery stockperson who stocks one 10-foot aisle of canned
goods and sundry items in an eight hour period.
in 50 rows of previously stocked canned goods, the grocery
stockperson had 1 can whose label was not facing forward.
In 50 rows of previously stocked canned goods, the grocery
stockpersor had 10 cans whose labels were not facing forward.
In 50 rows of previously stocked canned ,- oods, the grocery
stockperson had 20 cans whose labels were not facing forward.
Grocery stockpersons who figure out how to rearrange the cans
on the shelf so that they all fit almost everytime they are
faced with the problem.
Grocery stockpersons who figure out how to rearrange the cans
on the shelf so that they all can fit 4 out of every 6 times
they are faced with the problem.
Grocery stockpersons who figure out how to rearrange the cans
on the shelf so that they all can fit 1 out of every 6 times
they are faced with the problem.
Grocery stockpersons who are able to get 90% of their work done
even though customers are constantly complaining to them
about being out of sale merchandise.
7frocery stockpersons who are able to get 50& of their work done
even though customers are constantly complaining to them
about being out of sale merchandise.
Grocery stockpersons who are able to get 25% of their work done
even though customers are constantly complaining to them
about being out of sale merchandise.
Shoe Salesclerk
Out of the last 6 times new products have arrived, the shoe
saleclerk was able to figure out how to display them everytime without the bosses help.
Out of the last 6 times new products have arrived, the shoe
salesclerk was able to figure out how to display them 3
times without the bosses help.

Appendix A (continued)
Out of the last 6 times new products have arrived, the shoe
salesclerk was able to figure out how to display them 2
times without the boss's help.
A shoe salesclerk who sells an average of 420.00 worth of shoes
for every 8 hours worked.
A shoe salesclerk who sells an average of 100.00 worth of shoes
for every 8 hours worked.
A shoe salesclerk who sells an average of 35.00 worth of shoes
for every 8 hours worked.
Salesclerks who can keep the department neatly stocked and the
customers waited on 90 of the time when the district manager is observing
3alescierks who can keep the department neatly stocked and the
customers waited on 50% of the time when the district manager is observing them.
Salesclerks who can keep the department neatly stocked and the
customers waited on 25% of the time when the district manager is observing them.
Salesclerks who ring up the wrong amount on the cash register
once a week.
Salesclerks who ring up the wrong amount on the cash register
about 5 times a week.
Salesclerks who ring up the wrong amount on the cash register
about 9 times a week.
Secretary
A secretary who types an average of 2 ten-page reports, 8 memos,
and 12 letters in an 8 hour period while answering the phone
about 30 times.
A secretary who types an average of 7 memos and 8 letters in an
8 hour period while answering the phone about 20 times.
secretary who types an average of 2 memos and 4 letters in an
8 hour period while answering the phone about 3 times.
On a busy day, one of the two office secretaries is out sick
and the other is capable of getting 90*; of the work done.
On a busy day, one of the two office secretaries is out sick
and the other is capale of getting 504f of the work done.
On a busy day, one of the two office secretaries is out sick
and the other is capable of getting 259( of the work done.
Secretaries who can figure out how to put information into
chart form almost everytime the boss asks them to do co
without help.

Appendix

(continued)

Secretaries who can figure out how to put information into
chart form 551( of the time that the boss gives it to them
without help.
Secretaries who can figure out how to put information into
chart form 10A; of the time that the boss gives it to them
without help.
:")ecretaries who k7ive their boss a finished paper with an uncorrected error about
of the time.
Secretaries who give their boss a finished paper with an averof three uncorrected errors on it.
:secretaries who give their boss a finished paper with an average of ten uncorrected errors on it.
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